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而 1933 年又是研究 30 年代国产电影一个非常值得关注的年份。同时期的《申报》
为电影研究提供了丰富且 接近于当时历史真实的电影信息。因此本文立足于同




























The Study of Chinese Film in 1933 Base on Shenbao 
Abstract 
In the developing history of Chinese film, 1930s has important scholarly 
value ,and 1933 is cause for concern in 1930s.Shenbao offer a lot of historical 
materials for Chinese film study. This dissertation mainly base on the Shenbao at that 
time to study the Chinese film in 1933. 
This dissertation from three perspectives to study Shenbao and the 1933 Chinese 
film.By a specific examination of film advertisement s in Shenbao we can find that 
Chinese film in 1933 is very prosperity. Firstly , this dissertation reappearance 
abundant style of Chinese film in 1933 in the first chapter. On this basis, furtherance 
the study of culture of Chinese film. In the second chapter, discuss the reasons that 
Chinese film is prosperity in the 1933: Under the influence of the times, the film 
respond to the rapid changes of the times and social and cultural psychology, and then 
integrated the war discourse into commercial operation of film successfully. At the 
same time the flim use the "female identity" from different perspectives effectively to 
enhancing the performance of the film. The cooperation with newspapers strengthens 
these operating results. Therefore, Shenbao should not only be the historical text of 
film , as a medium that its research value can not be ignored. Therefore, in the third 
chapter, this dissertation base on the characteristics of Shenbao and then through the 
view of the mass media to reveal the different attribute of the film: the advertisement 
of film guide the audience to see the movie in the cinema privately;however,the 
reviews of film forced to the audience leave the location of hidden and return to 
public space, accept the education from film which is a propaganda tool of education. 
The author finds it necessary to reveal the relationship of the film and 
newspapers ,which would administer to deepen the study on Shenbao and film. 
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① 李欧梵著,毛尖译：《上海摩登：一种新都市文化在中国 1930-1945》，北京：北京大学出版社，2002 年
















































                                                        
① 陆弘石：《中国电影史 1905-1949》，北京：文化艺术出版社，2005 年 2 月，第 61 页。 















































                                                        
① 洪深：《1933 年的中国电影》，原载《文学》第 2 卷第 1 期，1934 年，转引自高小健：《新兴电影：一次
划时代的运动》，北京：中国电影出版社，2005 年 10 月，第 116 页。 
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片名 出品公司 主创人员 
孽海双鸳 天一影业公司 邵醉翁编剧导演 
春风杨柳 大东影业公司 汪福庆导演、杨耐梅主演 
狂流 明星影业公司 夏衍编剧，程步高导演，胡蝶、龚稼农
主演 
城市之夜 联华影业公司 费穆导演，阮玲玉主演 
琵琶春怨 明星影业公司 李萍倩导演，高倩萍、郑小秋主演 
追求 天一影业公司 裘芑香导演，黎明晖、胡珊主演 
失恋 明星影业公司 张织云主演 
都会的早晨 联华影业公司 蔡楚生导演，高占非、王人美主演 
如此英雄 联华影业公司  韩兰根、刘继群主演 



















然而对比强烈的是，轰轰烈烈的国产影片热潮，在 7 月 8 月的时候却突然间
暂时停下了脚步。以 7 月份为例，好莱坞输入新片 36 部，而整个国产电影界只
有两部新片上映，分别是强华公司出品的《我们的生路》和明星公司出品的《健
                                                        
①《申报》电影专刊，1933 年 5 月 25 日。新光大戏院作为豪华的首轮影院，国产的新片都鲜有在新光首
























理 1933 年国产电影的面貌，对研究中国早期电影的发展具有重要意义。 
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